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WHO WE ARE & WHAT WE DO
At Orbis we transform lives by preventing and treating avoidable blindness and visual
impairment. There are 285 million people in the world who are blind or visually impaired, yet
80% can be treated or cured.
Providing access to quality eye care is one of the most cost-effective ways to reverse the cycle
of poverty. We do this by providing on the ground training for local eye health professionals,
supporting and equipping eye health centres around the world and through advocacy and
research.
Of the 39 million blind people in the world, 90% live in developing countries. This is why we
focus our efforts in Africa, Asia and Latin America.
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WELCOME
DE AR FR IE NDS,
Imagine a world without sight: a child never seeing his or her
mother’s face clearly, never seeing the sunset or having to
constantly rely on others to do everyday tasks, This is the reality for
285 million people around the world who are visually impaired. And
it is estimated that 90 percent of those with visual impairment live
in developing countries, where poverty and limited access to
healthcare can make this even more challenging.

Jenny Hourihan
Chairman

When you can see, it can be easy to take your vision for granted.
Restoring vision to someone who doesn’t have it can be lifechanging, and it reverberates through families, communities and,
and ultimately, economies.
Families like the family of Sharmila from Nepal. Seventeen-year old
Sharmila was having trouble with her vision due to cataract. She
had difficulty studying and was taunted by her classmates. Her
mother felt helpless and didn’t know what to do. After hearing a
radio announcement about a community eye screening, Sharmila
convinced her mother to take her for an eye examination.
With the support of Orbis, Sharmila had a successful surgery at
one of our partner hospitals in Nepal. She has returned to school
and plans to go to college to pursue a career in finance. She now
has a better chance for a brighter future for herself and her family.
Before surgery, her mother feared for her daughter’s future, but
now she is confident that her daughter will be successful.
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Sharmila’s story is a story of possibility. It is a story that we at Orbis
know very well because we imagine these possibilities for
everyone we touch. Stories like this are possible because of you.
It is with this sense of possibility that we opened our 15th global
office in Singapore in 2014 to serve as a resource development
base in Asia. We selected Singapore because of its geographic
location within the region, its plentiful and advanced medical
infrastructure, and its robust economy.
Opening an office in Singapore is part of Orbis’s strategy to grow
our blindness prevention work in Asia and add new funding
sources to expand our programs and save more sight. Orbis
Singapore officially opened in January 2014 and we received our
local charity status in December. Our Singapore office is only
possible because of you. In our inaugural year, our Singaporebased donors supported programs locally and in China, India,
Indonesia, Vietnam and on board the Orbis Flying Eye Hospital.
In the coming year, we plan to expand and deepen the corporate
and medical partnerships that we have in Singapore to improve
access to eye care across Asia.
On behalf of everyone at Orbis, we thank you for your support and
kindness as we grow in Singapore and make these possibilities a
reality for many others around the world.
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WHY VISION?
VISIO N E MPOWERS

VISIO N IS A C AT AL YST

VISIO N IS W IT HIN RE AC H

Access to quality eye
care is one of the most
effective and cost
eff icient paths f or
reversing the cycle of
poverty. Preventing and
treating visual
impairment empowers
individuals. It allows
them to become more
active in their
community and to
contribute more fully to
their family and their
society.

Improved vision sparks a
powerful; ripple effect,
spreading positive
benef its f rom one person
to his or her f amily, f rom
one eye care
professional to an entire
hospital, and f rom one
neighborhood to an
entire community
transformed.

W e look to a future where
communities around the
world have sustainable
eye care inf rastructure
and trained eye care
professionals – and we
know that together we can
make this vision a reality.
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OUR GLOBAL IMPACT
Our results since 1982



92 COUNT RIES SERVED



23 MILL IO N L IVES IMPROVED



925,000 EYE SURGER IES/L ASERS PER FOR MED



325,000 MEDIC AL PROFESSIO NALS T RAINED
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OUR WORK
ADVOC AC Y. T R AINING. RESE ARC H. These three elements are the building blocks of
Orbis’s main goal: building capacity in the places we work.
We define capacity building as the development of adequate eye care health infrastructure,
trained staff, and resources to provide sustainable, quality eye care. This is the core of what we
do and how we work to transform lives.
In Singapore, we focus on advocacy to raise awareness about avoidable blindness and garner
the resources needed for our eye care capacity building work around the globe.
For a full overview of our work, please refer to our Global Annual Report at www.orbis.org.
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ASIAN HIGHLIGHTS
C HIN A is estimated to have the largest
number of blind people in the world:
approximately 8.2 million people. A majority
live in rural areas, yet most eye care
professionals practice in urban areas.
Through our Comprehensive Rural Eye
Service Training Project (CREST), we are
working with our partners to establish a
model of rural eye care to address this
imbalance in Guangdong province, home to
more than 100 million people.
This project aims to strengthen existing
resources to deliver high-quality cataract
surgery at a county level, while building

capacity at both the regional and county
level to address three common eye
diseases: glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy
and uncorrected refractive error.
In one year, we trained over 1,300 local eye
care professionals including doctors, nurses
and biomedical technician as part of this
ongoing project.
In doing so this project aims to create a
model of comprehensive eye care for China,
while transforming lives in a province with
one of the nation’s highest rates of
blindness.
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T HE FLYING EYE HOSPIT AL is a fully
equipped mobile teaching hospital and an
Orbis icon for preventing blindness. On the
outside, the plane is like most other aircraft.
Inside, it’s like no other – it hosts an
ophthalmic hospital and teaching facility
right on board.
On board and in local hospitals, the Orbis
team and Volunteer Faculty provide hands-

on training to convey the latest medical
knowledge to help local eye care
professional treat patients and address the
leading causes of blindness in their
communities.
In 2014, our Flying Eye Hospital held
programs in four locations in Asia – China,
Indonesia, Mongolia and the Philippines.
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Hawa receives a pre-surgery check-up at Hasanuddin University Hospital in South Sulawesi,
Indonesia. Orbis staff anesthesiologist Dr. Andrew Choyce examines Hawa as her mother looks on.

H AW A is a 9-year old girl who lives on the
island of Sulawesi in Indonesia. Like many
visually impaired children in the developing
world, Hawa suffered from cataracts in both
eyes. As the lens in her eyes became
cloudy and her vision dimmed, it was
difficult for her to keep up at school. Hawa
was outgoing and loved playing with her
friends. As her vision faltered, she grew sad
and withdrawn.
Without treatment, Hawa could have been
trapped in a life of darkness and poverty,
forever dependent on family members for
her survival. Instead, Hawa received visionrestoring surgery onboard the Orbis Flying
Eye Hospital during its program in
Makassar, South Sulawesi, Indonesia.

In Indonesia and elsewhere around the
globe, Orbis volunteer doctors and nurses
choose patients that provide local eye care
professionals with the best case studies for
learning. Hawa was selected, because, as
an older child with cataract, her eye tissue
would “behave” like an adult’s. As local
surgeons operated on Hawa and other
younger patients, alongside Orbis volunteer
surgeons, they would come to understand
how surgical procedures need to be
modified depending on the patient’s age.
When Hawa’s mother, Mursiah, heard that
her daughter would soon see clearly again,
she choked back tears and said, “To have
vision is normal. I want my daughter to be
able to have that again.” Hawa’s surgery
was life changing. She is now back in
school and spends many hours drawing as
an aspiring artist.
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SINGAPORE HIGHLIGHTS
23 JANU AR Y 2014 – Orbis Singapore
was officially launched with our pro bono
legal partner Clifford Chance providing the
venue for the “Orbis light up”.
Our guests lit each of the 92 countries
where Orbis works with electric candles and
our board members lit up Singapore as our
symbolic start in the city-state.

As part of the launch, Orbis board member
and volunteer faculty Professor Donald Tan
highlighted the urgent need for eye care
training in the region, while Dr. Gemmy
Cheung from the Singapore National Eye
Centre, shared her experience of being a
trainer with Orbis in China.
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13 MARC H 2014 – The Orbis Singapore
office is opened and hosts the 2014 Orbis
Asia Program Meeting. Orbis program and

development staff spent two days in
Singapore reviewing and planning blindness
prevention programs in the region.
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28
MARC H
2014 – Singapore’s
President Tony Tan visited the Orbis Flying
Eye Hospital (FEH) when the aircraft was in
the city state for maintenance in March. The
President toured the one-of-a kind hospital

plane and tried his hand at the eye surgery
simulator onboard, which Orbis trainees use
to hone their hand-eye coordination that is
much needed in delicate eye surgery.
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22MAY 2014 – GE Aviation turned a
regional meeting in Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
into a volunteering opportunity with Orbis
and sponsored an Eye Screening Day at a
local orphanage. The Eye Screening is part
of Orbis’s blindness prevention efforts in
Vietnam. Participating in eye screening for
children, however, was a novel volunteer
activity for GE Aviation.

This event provided not only eye screening
for orphans and vulnerable children in the
Dong Nai area, but also created a
playground for them to interact with the
volunteers. A total of 239 children were
screened and 54 GE volunteers played
blindfold games, football and rope jumping
with the children. “It’s not easy at all to
throw a ball into the basket even when I can
see the basket,” shared a 6-year-old boy in
a group game. “I couldn’t make it when my
eyes
were
blind
folded!
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6 – 29 MAY 2014 – Orbis would not be
able to prevent and treat blindness without
the help of volunteers. With a sponsorship
from Deutsche Bank (DB), the Makassar,
Indonesia Flying Eye Hospital program in
May benefitted from the priceless service of
four DB staff volunteers. At the local
hospital and on board the plane, DB
volunteers were deployed as interpreters.
This was extremely beneficial as most
patients spoke Bahasa and little English.

From interpreting patient education to
communicating with airport authorities, the
DB volunteers worked their language skills
and even chipped in on cleaning duties.
The support from DB and other key
sponsors enabled 155 children and adults to
receive eye screening, 85 patients to be
treated,
and
103
surgeries/medical
procedures to restore sight in Makassar. 18
local ophthalmologists received hands-on
surgical training and a further 260
Indonesian nurses, biomedical engineers,
technicians and administrators were trained
during the Makassar program.
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29 JULY – 1 AUG UST 2014 – GE
sponsored and provided much needed
volunteers for three Orbis Blindfold Lunches
held at Concord Primary School in
Singapore. The Blindfold Lunches were a
novelty for the entire Primary 2 cohort from
Concord Primary and the excitement and
enthusiasm of the students was palpable.
The Orbis Blindfold Lunch provides primary
school students with an opportunity to
experience the loss of vision, the hardship

of the blind, and serves as a reminder to
students to cherish their eyesight.
The Blindfold Lunch and interactive games
also allowed students to gain a real sense
of empathy for those who are blind, far
beyond their classroom walls.
A total of 209 students participated in the
Blindfold Lunches facilitated by 36 GE
volunteers from various business units.
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9 OCTOBER 2014 – For World Sight
Day 2014, Orbis aired a video interview with
Dr. Chee Soon Phaik, an ophthalmologist
from the Singapore National Eye Centre
and Orbis volunteer. Dr. Chee shared her

experience of serving as a volunteer faculty
member in Jinan, China in April and some
of the pleasant surprises she encountered
when volunteering with Orbis. Dr. Chee also
busted some common eye care myths in
Singapore.
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THANK YOU
Our vital work is made possible through our donors, volunteers and partners. Thank you!
GIFT S OF $1,000 & MORE

GIFT S OF T IME

Clifford Chance

Allen & Gledhill

Deutsche Bank AG Singapore

Clifford Chance

GE Aviation

Deutsche Bank staff

GE Foundation

GE Aviation staff

Jay Pok

Jo Ann Lim

JC Trust Ltd

Joanne Tan

Kiran Rasheed

June Chua

Lee Foundation

Luke Tan – Tomatoes Pictures

NIPSEA Group

Michael Chiang
Tony Law – Super Rocket

In Memory of Bernard Heng:

Victoria Ho

Ban Song Long
Christina Ong
Christopher Lim Tien Lock
Colin Syn Wai Hung
Gerard De Vaz
Gopal S. Krishna
Peter Fu & Kuo International Pte Ltd
Stephen Lau Bwong Lik
Victor Sodhy & Lim Guek Poh

GLOB AL CORPOR AT E
P ART NERS
Alcon Laboratories
FedEx
Fondation L’Occitane
Omega
Pfizer
Ronald McDonald House Charities
Standard Chartered Bank
United Airlines
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STATUTORY INFORMATION
INCORPORATED AS

Project Orbis International Inc. (Singapore) Ltd.
(Company Limited by Guarantee)

4 Dec 2013

UNIQUE ENTITY NUMBER &
CHARITY REGISTRATION
NUMBER

201332607E

CHARITY REGISTRATION DATE

2 Dec 2014

REGISTERED ADDRESS

352 Tanglin Road, #02-03
Tanglin International Centre
Singapore 247671

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Jenny Hourihan

President & CEO
Orbis International

From
4 Dec 2013

Dr. Donald Tan

Senior Advisor
Singapore National Eye
Centre

From
4 Dec 2013

Khoo Seng Thiam

Managing Director
FedEx Express

From
4 Dec 2013

KEY POSITION HOLDERS

Amy Tan

Director

From 1
July 2013

BANKERS

The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Limited

AUDITORS

BDO LLP

CORPORATE SECRETARY

Tricor Singapore Pte Ltd

FINANCIAL YEAR

1 January – 31 December
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CHARITY OBJECTIVE
Project Orbis International Inc. (Singapore) Ltd. is formed exclusively for charitable purposes,
and not for pecuniary profit or financial gain. The purposes for which the Company is formed are
to organize, administer, manage, staff, operate an itinerant medical project for the exclusive
purpose of exchanging, sharing, teaching and demonstrating the latest surgical and medical
techniques on a non-profit and worldwide basis, especially in the field of ophthalmology, but
nothing herein shall authorize the Company, directly or indirectly, to engage in or include among
its purposes the operation of a health or health related facility, a school of medicine or the
practice of medicine.

RESERVES POLICY
Project Orbis International Inc (Singapore) Ltd. will ensure a reserve of approximately six
months of operating expenses so that the company will have sufficient capital to meet any
outstanding commitments and tide over any unbudgeted costs or unexpected shortfall in
income.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Photos are courtesy of:
Chee Soon Phaik
Geoff Bugbee
Luke Tan
Victoria Ho

Project Orbis Internat iona l Inc. (Singap ore) Ltd.
352 T anglin Road #02-0. Singapore 247671
UE N & Charity Registrat io n No. 201332607E
www.or b is.org
T : 65.6479.5875
F: 65.6479.1805
E. info. singapore@orb is.org
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